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Elsevier’s Solutions: Resources Match with needs

Given the continued global challenges, such as 

students are adapting to an online learning 

environment; faculty are searching for content to build 

online coursework, and librarians play a critical role in 

support students and lecturers in their endeavors, 

Elsevier are here to enable and support universities 

and research institutes with solutions that match your 

needs. 

Elsevier believes that data is the heart of an 

interoperable, open research information system 

supporting institutes. Many of Research Intelligence 

solutions of Elsevier enable the automated collection, 

de-duplication, authentication, linking and sharing of 

data from an ever-growing list of services and platform 

providers. This will help institutional stakeholders, 

including researchers, librarians, and research 

leadership to demonstrate the impact of their research 

on society.



ScienceDirect relies on authoritative and trusted 

information from Elsevier about the world’s most 

pressing research and discovery question. It helps 

researchers at all levels develop foundational 

knowledge; explore fields of research, methods and 

materials; expand subject matter expertise; inform new 

ideas; and gain in-depth insights into emerging or 

trending topics. 

ScienceDirect also uniquely offers cross-links and 

advanced technology, enabling researchers to find 

relevant information at their point of need. The 

different content types work in harmony on 

ScienceDirect to deliver the best source of knowledge, 

no matter what research stage a user is at. 



Thailand Public University’s 

Research and Resources
What resources do Thailand need and what do we have?



Thailand Public University’s Profile: Research Overview

As an average, Scholarly output of Thailand has FWCI lower than 1, and healthy viewership of higher than 2.

The exceptions can be observed for the research in Art and Humanities (Social Science) and Energy

(Physical Science) which had FWCI of 1.04 and 1.00 respectively. However, the quality and exposure of 

research in Social Science and Physical Science were scattered, suggesting the nonconformity of the 

research’s quality in these two areas. 

In contrast, the research in Life Science, and Health Science were well clumped together. Majority of 

research in Medicine (Health Science) had FWCI of 0.95, same as FWCI of research in Agricultural and 

Biological Science (Life Science). 

Scopus data: 2011-2020



ScienceDirect’s contents

Definitions

Fundamentals

Deepen 

knowledge

Latest

Advances

Methods & 

Processes

Primary 

research

Summary of journal 

articles on a topic

Highly cited publications offering 

in-depth explorations of 

developments in a field 

Pedagogical examination or didactic presentation of key 

subject area concepts and methods

Compendiums of information / data sets for field or 

techniques, providing quick answers on the job

Complete, advanced and detailed descriptions 

providing depth in subject areas

Comprehensive, foundational introduction 

to a discipline; encyclopedias

Journal Articles

Journal Review Articles

Serials

Major Reference 

Works

Textbooks

eBooks

Latest

Advances

Relevance of information over time

Journals

Books



Major Reference Works 
(MRW)
Provide fundamental information 
that opens up fundamental 
overview of the existing body of 
knowledge
• Encyclopedia, Treatise

eBooks / Monographs

Presents sustained arguments that 
broaden the sphere of investigation 
and open up new paths of inquiry. 
• Exhibit on a single aspect of subject

Journals

Brings new cutting-
edge findings to your 
research
• Update 

knowledges
Book Series / Series of Handbooks

Offers a fresh and in-depth perspective 
on the current state of research that 
use the latest scholarship.
• methods, manuals, operation

MHESI’s Elsevier Journal Subscription 



Agricultural and Biological Sciences

Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology

Business, Management and Accounting

Chemical Engineering

Chemistry

Computer Science

Decision Sciences

Earth and Planetary Sciences

Economics, Econometrics and Finance

Energy

Engineering

Environmental Science

Health Sciences

Immunology and Microbiology

Materials Science

Mathematics

Neuroscience

Nursing and Health Professions

Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Science

Physics and Astronomy

Psychology

Social Sciences

Veterinary Science and Veterinary Medicine

Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

76%

66%

78%

44%

78%

MHESI’s Elsevier Journal Subscription 

Supports 4 Key Research Areas



MHESI’s Elsevier Journal Subscription 

Grants Access to Journal Article from 2010 - Present

References Thai researchers used for publications : 2016 - 2020 



Navigating ScienceDirect



Navigating ScienceDirect for 

MHESI’s Subscribed Journal Subject Collections

See the list of journals to Read

www.sciencedirect.com

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Search library

Which Journals are on ScienceDirect ?

1. Search for journals and books

www.sciencedirect.com

You may filter for 

Journals only

Search by a journal title

Select any alphabet to 

filter for a journal title

Click at journal title to see more detail

Check for type of content and access type 

You may filter by 

research domain

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Check for journal’s details

Navigating ScienceDirect Quick look 

on metrics

Click “Article & Issues”

• Read 

• See the dataset

Click on the titles to read more



Navigating ScienceDirect for 

MHESI’s Subscribed Journal’s Articles

Search for the articles to read



Search library

Look for something specifically? 

ScienceDirect can help you.

2. Search for articles

www.sciencedirect.com

Select 

then 

download 

for offline 

reading

Filter by Subject area

Click on article title to 

read online

Filter by Year of 

Publications

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Read it now

Navigate with ease with 

ScienceDirect

Go to the specific section

Understand 

content quickly

Download picture 

AI pick this 

for you.

Who cite this 

article?



Read actively 

Analysis, synthesis, sensemaking with help from Topic Page

With ScienceDirect Topics, students:

• Gained a greater ability to further curate their 

own research

• Felt an increased level of confidence while 

researching

• Learned to quickly navigate between Journal 

and Book content and access  interdisciplinary 

research and relevant topics

With ScienceDirect Topics, users experience:

• Information at their fingertips

• Curated, relevant, accurate and peer-reviewed 

content

• A quick, clear path to discovery

Technology Behind Topic Pages

Open 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/index

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/topics/technology-content-a-better-research-process
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/index


Read for quality

Check the article’s 

quality with 

ScienceDirect

Check for the 

metrics



USAGE
(clicks, downloads, views, 

library holdings, video plays)

CAPTURES
(bookmarks, code forks, favorites, 

readers, watchers)

MENTIONS
(blog posts, comments, 

reviews, Wikipedia 

links)

SOCIAL MEDIA
(+1s, likes, shares, tweets)

CITATIONS
(citation indexes, patent 

citations, clinical 

citations)

Metrics 

Categories

PlumX

PlumX Metrics are comprehensive, item-level 

metrics that provide insights into the ways people 

interact with individual pieces of research output: 

• Visualizes scholarly engagement

• Includes 5 categories of metrics

• Designed to communicate engagement without a 

score 

An example of a Plum Print for an article that has metrics balanced in all categories. 

Link to article on PlumX.

An example of a Plum Print with a lot of Citations and Captures, a small amount of 

Usage, and no Mentions or Social Media. 

Link to article on PlumX.

An example of a Plum Print with an outsized amount of Social Media. 

Link to article on PlumX.

https://plu.mx/pitt/a/-kPhW5JTctZV-DQJLyP3EkxrNJFOdLxPcuB2vf7NZO4/?display-tab=summary-content
https://plu.mx/pitt/a/FQVlbOWqVWZQovVnpnD_Dpli_nZ46gSbZcL1-EbGMKE/?display-tab=summary-content
https://plu.mx/pitt/a/0ekuRdxcpRjUpgdtgjM7yNtt3HGkkBbOf6Xayq8Cfu4/


Read each 

metrics in detail



Navigating ScienceDirect for more 



Search library

Which Journals are on ScienceDirect ?

1. Search for journals and books

www.sciencedirect.com

Filter for OA options

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Search library

Look for something specifically? 

ScienceDirect can help you.

2. Search for articles

www.sciencedirect.com

Filter for OA options

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Thailand Public University’s 

SDGs-Research Profile
What if we works on multidisciplinary research ? 



United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) challenge the global community to 

build a world where no one is left behind. 

Adopted in 2015 as part of the 2030 agenda for sustainable development, the SDGs comprise of 

17 goals and the associated 169 targets as areas considered of critical importance for humanity. 

https://sdgs.un.org/goals

https://www.wipo.int/green

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://www.wipo.int/green


Thailand Public University’s Profile: SDG-Related Research

Since 2017, Thailand has been a part of voluntary 

national reviews (VNRs) of the high-level political 

forum on sustainable development. In 2020, Thailand 

ranked first in ASEAN for Global Sustainable Index; 

Significant achievements has been made across all 17 

SDGs. 

As a knowledge and innovation hub, higher education 

of Thailand contributed around 40% of scholarly output 

in one of SDGs area. In general, research that related 

to SDGs receive higher citation and viewership. 

Strong SDG-related research of Thailand including 

research in SDG5, SDG3, SDG13, and SDG9, which 

had FWCI of higher than 1 and healthy FWVI more 

than 2.2.  

Scopus data: 2011-2020

View E-poster > 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fview.highspot.com%2Fviewer%2F622837e6053bbf205c12ab6e&data=04%7C01%7Ck.dhanasarnsombut%40elsevier.com%7Cae776f8064f641116f8608da06502b75%7C9274ee3f94254109a27f9fb15c10675d%7C0%7C0%7C637829238649903394%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=hpXKvmeto9aI%2FBVUprOsPwyikEC502CONqiGpHY2VEM%3D&reserved=0


Search library

Look for something 

specifically? 

Search for articles related 

to SDGs

www.sciencedirect.com

Filter by Subject area

Click on article title to 

read online

Select the journal title 

to read for more details

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


MHESI’s Elsevier Journal Subscription 

Supports Broad SDGs



What if…..? 



Free SDG Resource Centre

https://sdgresources.relx.com/

https://sdgresources.relx.com/



